AGREEMENTS ADOPTED AT THE THIRD REGULAR SESSION OF
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CIM 2022-2025

The Executive Committee of the CIM 2022-2025, meeting in Washington, DC at its Third Regular Session, on June 21, 2023, agrees to:

Agreement 1

Express its full solidarity and its deepest condolences to the Government and People of Honduras for the tragedy inside the Tamara prison, which occurred on Tuesday June 20, 2023, for the loss of life and the injuries caused, offering the support that the CIM can provide in the protection of the rights and lives of women and girls in the country.

Agreement 2

Welcome the inauguration of the Space for Women that Transform the Americas in the OAS Main Building and do everything possible to encourage the donation of a painting commemorating a Transformative Woman from our respective countries.

Agreement 3

Taking note of the Activity Report of the Executive Secretariat, send from their national contexts any pertinent legal instrument that can serve as a basis for the development of future Model Laws, and request that the Executive Secretariat:

a. Keep the Delegates informed of progress in the preparation of the draft Model Laws on participation in the labour market, financial inclusion, digital violence, and parity, and

b. Seek, when pertinent, the inputs of the Delegates on the draft Model Laws and their suggestions regarding key issues for the development of future Model Laws.

Agreement 4

Recognizing the contribution of the CIM studies on women's leadership, and the visibility of the side event organized in collaboration with Vital Voices and in the framework of the 53rd General Assembly of the OAS:

a. Request the institutionalization of a space for women leaders during the OAS General Assembly to continue and deepen the dialogue on women's rights and gender equality,

b. Request that the Executive Secretariat take the necessary steps to elevate this request to the relevant authorities,
c. Request that the President of the CIM highlight this request and the importance of the space in her intervention before the 53rd General Assembly of the OAS, and
d. Organize a virtual regional dialogue to advance action on the issue of violence against women in political life.

Agreement 5

Request that the Executive Secretariat circulate the Report of the Secretariat (CIM/CD/doc.14/23) as soon as possible and ensure that for future sessions of the Executive Committee, the documents in all languages are circulated at least two weeks in advance of the session.